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Great for business or personal use, this is perfect for vloggers, social media influencers, or even for the kids to show off their
holiday dances and activities. Create your own animated series with affordable professional-level motion capture using Zign

Track 2 As a professional application, Zign Track 2 can capture up to 4 people in each capture and has two export formats. The
first format is a custom clip encoded in H.264 video. The second format is an OpenEXR image sequence ready to be imported
into your favorite 3D app. Capture facial animation with Zign Track 2 Use Zign Track 2 to create animation in real-time with

ease. The Zign Track 2 software uses two separate facial animation modules, each running in its own window. Take the face out
of the equation by recording the rest of the body. Use it to create a 360° video that can be shared on YouTube, Vimeo,

Facebook, or anywhere else you like. Need to create a clip within an existing video? Use the “Add to Video” function to make a
clip from any existing video Get the most out of Zign Track 2 Zign Track 2 offers a powerful facial animation feature set which

includes the following: Face Clips: Using a combination of facial landmarks (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth), it is possible to create a
number of clips from a single full face capture. These can then be combined to create an animation sequence. Create a custom
clip from a Zign Track 2 capture. Zign Track 2 exports a custom clip that can be inserted into your video editor. Face Frames:

Allows you to select up to 16 points on a face, and animate them using the available facial animation modules. Easy 2D
Skeleton: Allows you to make facial tracking easier by converting facial points into a single skeleton with body tracking. This
can be done using the facial landmarks detected by ZignTrack2 or a static 2D skeleton from another application. Grow Clips:

Allows you to split the animation timeline into Grow and Shrink clips. This is ideal for making quick head and hand
movements. Shape Sets: Allows you to create complex shapes using straight lines. This is ideal for creating full-body

movements. Morph Clips: Allows you to split up a single facial animation into a number of separate clips. This is ideal for
creating animations where characters can
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